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LIFTING CYCLES TO DEFORMATIONS OF

TWO-DIMENSIONAL PSEUDOCONVEX MANIFOLDS

BY

HENRY B. LAUFER1

Abstract. Let M be a strictly pseudoconvex manifold with exceptional set A. Let

D > 0 be a cycle on A. Let u: <9H —> Q be a deformation of M. Kodaira's theory

for deforming submanifolds of 911 is extended to the subspace D. Let 9" be the

sheaf of germs of infinitesimal deformations of D. Suppose that H \D, 5) — 0. If <•>

is the versal deformation, then D lifts to above a submanifold of Q. This lifting is a

complete deformation of D with a smooth generic fiber.

If all of the fibers of 9TC, are isomorphic, then « is the trivial deformation. If M

has no exceptional curves of the first kind, then there exists u such that only any

given irreducible component of A disappears as part of the exceptional set.

I. Introduction. In [12], Kodaira develops a theory of deforming compact sub-

manifolds within a given ambient manifold 911. In this paper we develop an

analogous theory for some singular subvarie ties of 911.

Let M be a given strictly pseudoconvex two-dimensional manifold. Let to:

91L -» Q be a 1-convex deformation of M. (See §11 for the definition of 1-convex.)

M in fact has a versal deformation [19]. We are interested in how the exceptional

set A of M changes under w. Essentially [18, §11, pp. 3-7] the new exceptional

curves are hftings of cycles D on the original exceptional set A. So it is important

to see how cycles on A lift to Q. Let 4> = 6D(D). Obstructions to lifting D he in

H\D, <t>).
§11 is devoted to first obstructions. As an application, we prove the analogue of

[5] and [25, Theorem 2.1 and Proposition 2.3]. (Theorem 2.11): If all of the fibers of

a deformation w: <D\Z -» Q of M are isomorphic, then « is the trivial deformation.

§111 is devoted to higher obstructions. We first do the formal theory. Conver-

gence is then proved using Kodaira's methods, but there are some subtle points.

Theorem 2.8 of [18] is proved here as Theorem 3.5. It says roughly the following:

Suppose that w is the versal deformation of M. Let 9* be the sheaf of germs of

infinitesimal deformations of D. Suppose that H '(£>, 9") = 0. Then D lifts precisely

to a submanifold S of Q of codimension dim HX(D, <&). There is an induced

deformation X: ty —* S of D as an abstract analytic space. À is a complete

deformation. The generic fiber of À is a manifold. We also show (Theorem 3.6) that

if M has no exceptional curves of the first kind, then M may be deformed so that

only any given irreducible component Ak of A disappears as part of the exceptional

set.
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Some of the results of this paper were obtained independently by Wahl [27], [28]

in the algebraic category.

The author's manuscript [17] now essentially appears as three papers: [18], [19]

and this paper.

II. First obstructions to lifting cycles. Recall that a map w: 9H -» Q is 1-convex if

there is a real C °° function <p on 9)1 and a real number c„ such that

(i) rp is strictly plurisubharmonic on [m E 91t|<p(»i) > c„} and

(ii) for all c, w is a proper map on{m£ 9H|<p(/w) < c}.

Let w: 911 —* Q be a 1-convex map which gives a deformation of the two-dimen-

sional manifold M = M0 = w ~ '(0). Let A = A0 be the exceptional set in M. Let Aq

be the exceptional set in Mq = w ~ x(q), q E Q. Let W = \J Aq. Recall [23, p. 553]

that If is a subvariety of 9lt. Let V be an irreducible component of W such that

A n V =£ 0. Let P = o)(V). Then by [18, Theorem 2.1, p. 3], there is a cycle

B = B0 on A such that V = \J supp(Bq), q E P, with Bq the unique cycle on Aq

which is homologous to B in 911. We shall say that B weakly lifts to P locally.

More generally and more formally,

Definition 2.1. Let to: 911 —> Q be a 1-convex map which gives a deformation of

the two-dimensional manifold M = a ~ '(0). Let D = D0 > 0 be a cycle on ^4 and

let Z? be a reduced subvariety of Q, 0 E R. D weakly lifts to R locally if for each

r G Rx, some neighborhood of 0 in R, there is a (necessarily unique) cycle Dr > 0

on y4r, the exceptional set A/r = u~x(r), such that Z) and Dr are homologous in 911.

Z> /i/ta to Z? locally if there is a (nonreduced) subspace ty of 9lt such that

X = (¿¡ty -» R is a flat deformation of Z> near 0.

Of course, if D lifts, then D also weakly lifts. Namely, connect 0 and r by a real

curve y E R. Then, suitably counting multiphcities, A-1(y) is a chain which shows

that D is homologous to Dr.

Recall [18, Proposition 2.7, p. 6],

Proposition 2.2. Let w: 9H —» Q be a \-convex map which gives a deformation of

the two-dimensional manifold M = to-'(O). Let D > 0 be a cycle on A, the excep-

tional set. Let R = {r E Q\ there exists a cycle Dr > 0 on Ar such that Dr is

homologous to D in M). Then there is a sufficiently small neighborhood Qxof0 in Q

such that Rx = R n Qx is a subvariety of Qx. In particular, there is a maximal

subvariety R of Q to which D weakly lifts locally.

Let S be any subvariety of Q to which D weakly lifts locally. Then U Ds, s E S, is

a subvariety of w~x(S). Let it: T-> S be a resolution of S. Let r: 91 -» T be the

pull-back of u via it. Then near any t0 E r~x(0), D E M, lifts to T locally.

Proposition 2.2 implies that for R smooth, the two notions of lifting in Definition

2.1 coincide. The author does not know if weak lifting always implies lifting in the

case that R is singular. However, in case M is of dimension 3 and A is of dimension

1, even for R smooth, A can weakly lift, but not lift; see Example 2.2, k > 2,

especially the end of §11, in [20].

We shall now examine how D > 0 lifts by extending to the singular case some

ideas of Kodaira. See [12], [1, Lemma 3.2, p. 339]. We shall use Kodaira's notation
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in [12] as much as possible. Until after Proposition 2.4 below, M may be a

manifold of arbitrary dimension and D any compact divisorial cycle. D need not

lie on an exceptional set.

On M, D locally has a single defining equation which may be reducible. Let

U = {Uj) be a cover of M such that, on U¡, Id D = (w,). On U¡ n Uj, there is a

nonzero holomorphic function Fy such that

wt(z) = Fy(z)Wj(z),       z<=U,n Uj. (2.1)

On U¡ n Uj n Uk, Fy ■ Fjk • Fki = 1. Let D also denote the nonreduced subspace

of M defined on each U¡ by (D, 0 /(#,)). Then the {Fy} give transition functions as

follows for a line bundle L over D. L is trivial over U¡ with fiber coordinate y¡.

y¡ = F^,       I6lîn Uj. (2.2)

Let 3> be the sheaf of germs of sections of the line bundle L. Then i> is canonically

isomorphic to &D(D) and also coincides with the normal sheaf to D should D be a

submanifold.

Let w: 911 —» <2 be a deformation of M = w~'(0) with £? smooth of dimension ¿/.

Deformations of the manifold M are locally trivial. So taking Q to be a small

neighborhood of 0 and shrinking M, we may cover 9IL by the U¡ X Q.

We take the U¡ to be local coordinate patches on M with local coordinate z¡.

Then the change of coordinates on 91L between Uj X Q and U¡ X Q may be given

by holomorphic maps gy(zj, q), i.e. (z¡,q) = (gy(zj, q), q). Let/^z,) = gy(Zj, 0). Then

z, = fy(zj) is the change of coordinates between U¡ and Lf as coordinate patches on

M.

We shall use the nonsubscripted letter z to denote a point in M. If also z E {^,

then z has coordinate z, on f/f. Recall from (2.1) the functions w¡(z) on U¡ and Z^-(z)

on U¡ n cX. The product structure on U¡ X Q allows an extension of w¡ from

U¡ X {0} to U¡ X Ö- We denote this extension by w,(z,). Note that wt(z,) is strictly

speaking a function both of z, and of 9. w(-(z,) = w¡(z). Now look at Fy(z), defined

on U, n Uj. We wish to extend Fy to (U¡ X Q) n (U¡ X Q) as a subset of £^ X g.

Initially, Z^ only extends to (U¡ n c7) X Q. However, this initial extension suffices

for a shrunken {U¡} and Q. So there is a holomorphic function F^(^) on

(U¡X Q)n(UjX Q)e UjX Q such that for z G t/,. n CA, Fy(zj) - /^(z). Again,

Fu(^) is strictly speaking a function both of Zj and of q. Observe that we do not

claim that, for q ¥= 0 and z, = g0(zj, q), Fy(zJ)FJi(zl) = 1. Let T be smooth and it:

r->ga holomorphic map, ir(0) = 0. Let t = (tx, ...,/„) be local coordinates near

0 for T. In local coordinates, q = w(t) = u(t,,..., t„), where u is ¿/-tuple of

holomorphic functions. The map u will be important in the proof of Theorem 3.5

below. Let t: 91 —> T be the pull-back of w via tr. Then D lifts to T if and only if

for some cover U = {U¡) of M, on each Í7, X T there exists a holomorphic

function rp,(2„ /) and on each (U¿ X T) n (Uj X T) there exists a holomorphic

function Ayizy, t) such that

%(z„ 0) = 0,   hy(zj, 0) = 0,    and with z, = gy(zj, u(t)),

»,(*,) - %(^ O = [ ̂ (^) + hy(zj, t) ] [ wj(zj) - <pj(zj, t) ]. (2.3)
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Namely, if (2.3) is satisfied, let fy  be defined by w,(z,) - tp/(z„ t) on U¡ X T.

Conversely, the existence of the lifting fy gives defining equation w¡(z,) — <p,(z„ t)

on U¡.

We shall solve (2.3) via power series in t. Thus let

*>,(*,. 0 = <ft|,U> 0 + • • •  +<P,|A,')+---
with <p¡\p(z¡, t) a homogeneous function of degree pint with coefficients which are

holomorphic functions of z,. Let hy(zj, i) = hyÂZp t) + • ■ ■ + hf»p(Zj, t) + • • •

with hy\p(zj, t) defined similarly. The coefficients of h^p are holomorphic on

Uj n Uj. Letting =m denote equahty modulo tm, to first order (2.3) is

",U) - Mz" 0 «a '[ FíÁzj) + \fltfy 0] [ »A) - %xi'p 0 ] • (2-4)
To see if (2.4) can be satisfied, we shall transform the left side to Zj coordinates,

modulo t2. Let p0: ßT0-» HX(M, ©) be the Kodaira-Spencer map for w. It will

suffice to identify QT0 with {/}. Then, there is an «-tuple Xy(z) of vector fields on

U¡ n l£ such that p0(t) = cls[t ■ \j] in HX(M, 0). Vector fields map functions to

functions. \j(z) may also be thought of as a vector field depending on Zj or on z,.

w¡(z) may also be thought of as a function of z,. Modulo t2,

z, = g(/(z,, 0 s2/^y) + (t ■ Xjjfy^zj),

Using (2.1), (2.4) becomes

(t ■ Xijwi)(zi) - <pAX(z¡, t) = -Fy(zj)<pAX(zj, t) + hiJix(zj, t)wj(zj);

ft-^). (2-5)
The terms in (2.5) are all linear functions in / and equahty means that the

coefficients are equal. Recall $ of (2.2). Let T( U¡, í»)í denote the group of linear

functions in / with coefficients in T(U¡, <I>). Recall that (w¡) = (wf) on U¡ n Uj.

Define ^(z, t) S T(Ut n Uj, <t>)t by

y i = Mz> ') = -('• \^X*) = (' • ̂ */K*).   m«1 (*/*))•
{i/iy} is in fact a cocycle. Indeed the cocycle condition is on C¡ n Uj n Uk,

The cocycle condition is easily verified modulo Id D, or see (3.1) and its following

below. The class of [\¡/y] is independent of choice of the cocycle [Xy] in clsfXp] in

HX(M,@).

Definition 2.3. For t E Q T0, 8(t), defined as the class of [/ ■ X,,w,] in H X(M, $),

is the first obstruction to lifting D in the direction t.

Proposition 2.4. D > 0 lifts infinitesimally to order 1 exactly on the subspace S of

qT0 where 8(t) = 0.

Proof. D lifts to order 1 exactly if (2.5) is satisfied. <p,|, and Fy<pjXX act as

coboundaries, modulo w,, in (2.5). So (2.5) can be satisfied if and only if 8(t) = 0.

The reason for the notation 8 in Definition 2.3 is as follows. Using Kodaira's

notation [12, p. 149], there is in the manifold case, and also in our codimension one
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case, an exact sequence over D

O^Q^y^W^O (2.6)

where ^ is the normal sheaf to D in 91t. 0" corresponds to sections over D of the

pull-back to D via w of the tangent bundle Q at 0. Each t E QT0 gives an element

of T(D, 0") « 0 T(D, 0) which is a direct sum of constants. The coboundary

map 8: T(D, 0") -> HX(D, <&) of (2.6) and 5 of Definition 2.3 agree on t.

Proposition 2.5. Let D > 0 be a divisor on an exceptional set A in the two-dimen-

sional manifold M. Let 4> = <QD(D)from (2.2). Then T(M, $) = 0.

Proof. The line bundle L of which i> is the sheaf of germs of sections restricts to

a line bundle L, of Chern class A¡ ■ D over an irreducible component A¡ of A with

A¡ c supp(Z)). Let ß, be the sheaf of germs of sections of L¡. Since the intersection

matrix (Ai ■ Af) is negative definite, there is an /I, such that Ax • D < 0. Let 5, be

the ideal sheaf of A, in M.

0^Sl-6D(D)-*ei>(D)-*tl-*0 (2.7)

is an exact sheaf sequence. T(M, £,) = ITyl„ £,) = 0 since Lx has negative Chern

class. If D = Ax, then we are done. Otherwise, let D' = D — Ax. 0D(D) is the

sheaf of germs of meromorphic functions on M which have poles at most D

modulo the sheaf of germs of holomorphic functions on M. Then, via the inclusion

map on meromorphic functions, <QD,(D') « 5, • GD(D). Now use left exactness for

sections of (2.7) and an induction argument to complete the proof.

We want to develop more information about the map 8 of Definition 2.3. 4> is

defined by the Fy of (2.1), The following map ß: ©-»«!> is easily seen to be a

well-defined map of coherent sheaves of 0 -modules on M. If X is a vector field

near a point z0 E M and w(z) is a local defining equation for D near Zq, then

ß(X) = (Aw)(z). ß induces /?, : H X(M, 0) -^ H '(M, $) = H '(£>, 4>). Let p0: Q T0 -►

HX(M, <E>) be the Kodaira-Spencer map. Then, from Definition 2.3, 8 ■» ß# * p0.

Let A¡ be an irreducible component of A. Let $>, be the 4> associated to A¡. As in

the proof of Proposition 2.5, there is an inclusion map t: 4», —» $. The proof of the

following lemma is straightfoward and will be omitted.

Lemma 2.6. Let A¡ be an irreducible component of the exceptional set A. Let n be

the coefficient of A¡ in the cycle D > 0. Then near any point which is in A¡ but is not

in any other Aj in the support of D, the two maps ß: 0 —* í> and ßx: 0 -> í>, satisfy

ß = n-(to ßl).

Let S be the kernel of the map ß. S is then the subsheaf of 0 of vector fields

which take D to D. See [26]. Note that S, but not ß, depends in fact only on

supp(Z)), the support of D. Namely, near each regular point of supp(Z)), by

Lemma 2.6, ß has the same kernel as some ßr The regular points are dense in

supp(Z)), so § is the intersection of the kernels of the /?,.

Let 91 be the image of the map ß. In case supp(Z)) has normal crossings,

91 = © 91,, where 91, is the sheaf of germs of sections of the normal bundle of A¡

in M, with the direct sum taken over A¡ c supp(Z)) [26, Proposition 2.2, p. 333]. In
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any event, 0-»S—»0->9l-»Oisan exact sequence. Since 91 c 3> and T(M, 3»)

= 0 by Proposition 2.5, T(M, 91) = 0. So by [24]

0^Hx(M, S)% H\M, 0)^ H\M, 91) ̂ 0 (2.8)

is an exact sequence.

Let 9" be the sheaf of germs of infinitesimal deformations of D. See [8, p. 109]. 9"

is defined locally in z = (x,y) coordinates by 0 /(w, dw/dx, dw/dy), where w(z) is

a local defining equation for D. Since ß maps 3/3x and 3/9y to dw/dx and dw/dy

respectively, there is an exact sheaf sequence on D, 0-> 91 —»$—»9^ ->0. Hence

(2.9) below is also exact, using Proposition 2.5.

0 -» T(D, <$)^HX(D,<%)±H X(D, <t>)°-XH X(D, 9) -* 0. (2.9)

Recall [19, Definition 1].

Definition 2.7. Let M be a strictly pseudoconvex manifold. A special cover

11 = {Uj}, 0 < ir < m, is a finite cover of M such that each U¡ is Stein and such that

U¡ n Uj: n Uk = 0 for 1 ¥=j =£ k. (" denotes closure in M.)

Obstructed cycles can now be seen to be most common, namely:

Theorem 2.8. Let D > 0 be a cycle on the exceptional set A in the strongly

pseudoconvex two-dimensional manifold M. Suppose that no irreducible component A¡

in supp(Z)) is an exceptional curve of the first kind. Then /?,: HX(M, 0) —»

H X(D, $) is not the zero map.

Proof. Look at the proof of Proposition 2.5. For each D ' (and <!>'), H X(M, $') is

injected into HX(M, 4>). Continue the argument until reaching the last D', which is

an irreducible component Ax of supp(Z>). Then t,,: HX(M, $1)-» HX(M, 9) is an

injection.

Since A, is reduced, the sheaf 9\ of germs of infinitesimal deformations of A x is

supported at only finitely many points. So HX(AX, 9,) = 0. So by (2.8) and (2.9),

/?,,: HX(M, 0) -» HX(AX, d>,) is surjective. By Serre duality and the Riemann-Roch

theorem,

dim HX(A,®X) = gx + 8X- AXAX- I,

where 8X is the "number" of nodes and cusps in the singular points of Ax. Since Ax

is, by the hypothesis, not an exceptional curve of the first kind, ZZ X(A „ Í»,) ¥= 0.

We can find a nonzero element in the image of ßt as follows. Restriction is an

isomorphism on HX(M, 0) [14, Lemma 3.1, p. 599]. So by [19, Theorem 2], we may

assume that M has a special cover 11= {U¡}. Also, the construction of [19,

Theorem 2] allows us to assume that each singular point of A is an element of only

one of the U¡. On #(11), take a nonzero element of H X(AX, $,) as the image of a

1-cocycle c from 0. Change the cocycle c to be 0 on the U¡ n Uj which do not

meet Ax. ßx(c) is unchanged and still nonzero. Since t„ is an inclusion, by Lemma

2.6, ß(c) is also nonzero.

Let ß0 be the sheaf of germs of vector fields on D. If n denotes the ideal sheaf

of D, D0 is the tangent sheaf n0 of Grauert [6, p. 357]. o0 is denoted by D9 in

[15] and by just 0 in [16]. Let 5, rather than n, denote the ideal sheaf of D in M.

Then also fl0 = S /i S.
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Lemma 2.9. Let M be a strictly pseudoconvex two-dimensional manifold. Then the

map t: Hx(M, S) —» HX(M, D&) is surjective for all cycles D on the exceptional set.

For all sufficiently large cycles D, t is an isomorphism.

Proof. Hx(M, 4S)Azz'(M, %)^>HX(M, D0)^O is exact since H2(M, ÍS)

= 0. By [6, Satz 1, p. 355], a is the zero map for all sufficiently large D.

Proposition 2.10. Let u: 9H -» Q be a deformation of the strictly pseudoconvex

two-manifold M = w~'(0) such that p0: QT0 -» HX(M, 0) is surjective. Let D be a

cycle on the exceptional set of M. Let S be the subspace of Proposition 2.4. Then the

infinitesimal lifting of D to S is an infinitesimally complete deformation of D.

Proof. By (2.8) and (2.9), HX(M, 0) maps onto T(D, 9"). By Lemma 2.9,

HX(M, S), a subspace of HX(M, 0), maps onto HX(D, D&). The lemma now

follows from the description [8] of the infinitesimal deformations of D.

In the case of normal crossings, H X(M, 0) can often be conveniently computed

by letting D be the reduced exceptional set. Since 91 = © %,HX(M, 9L) in (2.8)

is easily computed by Serre duality and the Riemann-Roch theorem. HX(M, S) «s

HX(M, D9) = H\D, DG) for large D by Lemma 2.8. HX(D, D@) can often be

computed as in [16].

Theorem 2.11. Let M be a strictly pseudoconvex manifold of dimension two. Let A

be the exceptional set of M. Let it: 91L —» P be a deformation of M = 7t_1(0) such

that P is reduced, tt is 1-convex and for each p E P, some neighborhood of Ap in

Mp = tt~x(p) is biholomorphic to some neighborhood of A in M. Then given any

compact set K c M, tt is the trivial deformation near K in 911.

Proof. Let w: 91 -» Q be the versal deformation of M [19, Theorem 8]. Let/:

P\ -* Qv Wim Pi aQd öi neighborhoods of 0 in P and Q, respectively, induce it

from u near K. We want that f(Px) = 0. Since some neighborhood of Ap is

biholomorphic to some neighborhood of A, pq: ç>Tq—> Hx(Mq, 0) is an isomor-

phism for any q E f(Px). Thus it suffices to prove Theorem 2.11 for smooth P. For

on the regular points of Px, df will then be 0. Then / is a constant map on Px.

Hence f(Px) = 0 as desired.

We now assume that P is smooth. By [18, Proposition 2.3, p. 4] every irreducible

component Ci¡p of Ap, for small p, is homologous to an integral cycle 2 OyA,,

üy > 0, on A; we shall write C. — 2 OuAj. By hypothesis, the Cifi have an

intersection matrix isomorphic to (A¡ ■ Aj). It then follows that a,j = 0 for all j

except for one j0 and aiJo = 1. For if not, choosing subscripts so that the isomor-

phism has C/<p « Ap form D¡ = 2 t^CJf ~ 2 ^(2 ajkAk). (Z>,. • DJ) m (A, • Af).
Iterating this process would give cycles E¡ on A, some of whose coefficients are

arbitrarily large, with the same intersection matrix as (A¡ • Aj). But then (2 E¡) ■

(2 E¡) is both arbitrarily large and equal to (2 A¡) ■ (2 A¡), a contradiction. Then

each Aj lifts weakly to P locally. By Proposition 2.2, each A¡ lifts to P locally.

Multiplying the equations for the deformations of the A¡ gives a deformation X of

A. Let p(s) be the Milnor number of a singular point j6^. Under deformation,

each p(s) is upper-semicontinuous. Since A « Ap, each p(s) is constant for small p
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and the deformation of A by X is equisingular [21]. So we may simultaneously blow

up at the singular points of A and still satisfy the hypothesis of this theorem. In

particular, we may assume without loss of generality that A has nonsingular

irreducible components and normal crossings. Then, also, multiplying the equa-

tions for the deformations of the A¡ gives a locally trivial deformation of any cycle

D on A. Choose D to have equal coefficients for all A¡ and sufficiently large so that

t of Lemma 2.9 is an isomorphism.

Let/: Px —> Qx be as in the first paragraph of this proof. Then by [15, Theorem

3.6, p. 76] df(p) = 0 for all/? E Px. Hence/ = 0, as required to complete the proof

of the theorem.

Recall that any isolated singularity/? E V has a versal deformation [7], [22], [11],

[4]. If there are several isolated singularities, we may form the Cartesian product of

the parameter spaces to get a versal deformation.

Corollary 2.12 [2], [1]. Let w: 91L —> Q be a l-convex map which is the versal

deformation of the two-dimensional strictly peudoconvex manifold M = w ~ '(0). Sup-

pose that M has no exceptional curves of the first kind. Let tt: M —» V be the

blow-down of M. Let T be the simultaneous-blow-down subspace of Q. Let ita:

% -» T be the blow-down of co over T. Let r: T —» U be the versal deformation of the

singularities of V. Let f: Tx -* Ux be a holomorphic map which induces tra from r near

the singularities of V; T, and Ux are neighborhoods ofOin T and U respectively. Then

there are arbitrarily small Tx and Ux for which f is finite and proper.

Proof. By Theorem 2.11, for small T,,/_,(0) = 0. The corollary now follows as

below. We first reduce to the case where T and U are manifolds of the same

dimension. / is induced near 0 E T by an ambient map g: A —» U with A a

polydisc. g~x(0) n T = 0. Let D be an ambient neighborhood of 0 in U. g =

(gx, . . . , g„): A —» D. There are additional holomorphic functions gn + x, . . ., gm on

A such that g¡(T) = 0, n + 1 < /' < m, and { g, = • • • = gm = 0} = 0. Note that

{gx, . . . , gm} induces the map /. Let r be the dimension of A. Then there are r

linear combinations of the g¡, 1 < i < m, whose common zeroes W have codimen-

sion r. Then there is a smaller A' with W n A' = 0. Using these r linear combina-

tions, we may assume that T and U are equidimensional manifolds.

Let K be a small sphere about 0 in T. Let v > 1 be the multiplicity of the map /:

K-* U — {0}. Let Ux be a connected neighborhood of 0 in U with Ux n f(K) =

0. Let B be the ball in T having K as its boundary. Let F, = f~\Ux) n B. Then/:

T, -* £/, is a p-fold branched covering map; for t G T,, let the multiplicity be the

degree of / on a small sphere about t. f: T, —» Ux is necessarily proper. This

completes the proof of Corollary 2.12.

III. Higher order obstructions. Let us now return to solving (2.3). In order for D

to lift to T, by Proposition 2.4, the tangential map for u must map to the kernel of

8: eT0-> HX(D, $). Suppose that (2.3) is satisfied modulo tm+x, i.e. let um(t) =

ux(t) + • ■ • + up(t) + ■ • ■ + um(t) where up(i) is a homogeneous polynomial of

order/? in t.
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f>/"(z„ /) = <p(|1(z,., /)+••■   +<pi[p(z„ t) +  ■  ■  ■   +«p,|m(z,., t),

K{zj, t) = hij[x(zj, t) + ■ ■ ■ +hiAp(zj, t) + ■ • • +hiAm(zj, t).

Let =m+i denote equality modulo tm+x. Then we are supposing that for z, =

gy(Zj,   Um(t)),   Zj    E     U,    n     Uj,

»M - <(*„ 0 £,+t[W + V(«y, ')][*,(*,) - %m(zj, t)].     (3.1)m

We want to find um+x(t), <p,|m+1(z,,r) and hijXm+x(zj, t) such that (3.1)m+1 is

satisfied. Suppose that um+x(t) is already determined. Let { }m+1 denote truncation

of a power series so as to include terms in t up to and including terms of degree

m + 1. For Zj E U, n Ujt let z,. = g^zy, um+x(t)) and

^(z,, i) = {<p/"(z,., r) - w,(z,) + [Fy(zj) + h?(zj, t)][wj(zj) - Vj"(zj, t)])m*\

(3.2)

Since (3.1)m is satisfied, \py(zj, t) is in fact homogeneous of degree m + 1.

Recall $ of (2.2). Let T(U¡ n E£, d>)/m+1 denote homogeneous polynomials of

degree m + 1 in t with coefficients in T( U¡ n Uj, í>). Letting 7, = 4>y(Zj, t), modulo

Id D, gives an element of T(U¡ n Uj, <ï>)fm+1. We claim that {^j}, modulo Id D, is

in fact a cocycle. Let zk E U¡ n Uj n ¿4 and *> = fjk(zk)- Then the cocycle

condition may be written as

**(**> 0 =m+2 ̂Xy» 0 + fV^HftCfe 0   mod (**(**))• (3.3)

Since the ^ are homogeneous of degree m + 1, we may in fact verify (3.3) with

the change of coordinates Zj =m+2 gjk(zk> um+x(t)). Then

h =m + 28o(ZJ> "m+1(0) «M+2%(^(ZA) «~+I(0), «""'(O)

We may also replace Fy and wfc of (3.3) by Fy and w* respectively. Then,

substituting from (3.2) and cancelling identical terms, we see that (3.3) is equivalent

to

- fftfottarfot. 0 - h£(zk, t)<p?(zk, t)
= m + 2 h.TiZj, t)Wj(Zj) - h,r(zj, t)<pj"(Zj, t)

- Fij(zj)[ FjA'h) + hjZ(zk, t)]<p?(zk, t)    mod (wk(zk)). (3.4)

From (3.1)m,

Fik{zk) + h£(zk, t) sm+i [Fy(zj) + h?(zj, t)][Fjk(zk) + hjZ(zk, t)].    (3.5)

Since <p¿m has terms in / only of order at least one, (3.5) shows that

F*{Zk)<f>k{Zk> t) + h£(zk, t)<p?(zk, t)

=m+2 Fy(zj)[FJk(zk) + hjZ(zk, t)]<p¡?(zk, t)

+ h?(zj, t)[Fjk(zk) + hjï(zk, t)]<pkm(zk, t).
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Since A,™ has terms in / only of order at least one, (3.1)m shows that

h?(Zj, t)Wj(Zj) -  h"(Zj, t)<pj"(Zj, t)

-m+2 K(zj, t)[FJk(zk) + hjl(zk, t)][wk(zk) - <p?(zk, /)].

Hence (3.4) and (3.3) hold.

Our numbering of obstructions is one higher than Kodaira's [12].

Let HX(D, <p);m+1 denote the group of polynomials of degree m + \ in t with

coefficients in H X(D, $).

Definition 3.1. Given um+x(t) and (3.1)m, cls[^] E HX(D, d>)rm+1 is the (m +

l)st obstruction to lifting D.

m = 0 in Definition 3.1 agrees with our previous definition in Definition 2.3.

Proposition 3.2. Given (3.1)m and um+x(t), there exist <p,|m+1(z,, /) and

hy\m+x(zj, t) satisfying (3.1)m+1 if and only if the (m + l)st obstruction vanishes.

Proof. The proof is the same as the proof of Proposition 2.4.

Proposition 3.3. Given D and um + x(t), cls[^] E HX(D, <p)fm+1 is independent of

the choice of the w¡(z¡) and of the <p¡"(z¡, t) satisfying (3.1)m.

Proof. Different w¡(z¡) may be regarded as additional w¡(z¡) on a refinement of

the original cover. This will not change any cohomology classes. So we always use

the given w¡(z¡).

Use primes ' to denote a different choice. We will first show, by induction on/?,

that for all U¡, there exist holomorphic 9¡" on {/„

<TU> ') = Mz„ ') + ••• +MZ» ') + ••• +0,.|m(z„ 0

where 0^p(z¡, t) is homogeneous of degree/? in /, such that

wfa) - fTi** 0 s»+i M*,) - «rVU, 0)0 + rU, '))• (3-6)m
(3.6)0 holds trivially. So let us assume (3.6L, and prove (3.6)p + x, p + 1 < m.

Zj = gy(zj, um+x(t)). (3.1)p+x below says that the (p + l)st obstruction vanishes.

*«,+ !<*> {*(*» 0 - w,.(z,) +[Jf7.(z/.) + hy\zj, t)][wj(zj) - cpf(zj, t)]}P+l

=   {-%\,+ l(*l> 0  +  F(,(Zj}<Pj\p+l(Zj, 0 -  hy\p+X{Zj, t)Wj(Zj)}"+\

(3.7),+,

1/(1 + 0j"(zj, t)) = 2(- tf[éj\zp t)]', v > 0. Since ^+l is in fact homogeneous

of degree/? + 1 in /,

*m+¿z¿ = M(*0 o - **&)][! + öfU. 03

+ [Fy(zj) + A£(z,, /)][1 + 0f(zt, t)][wj(zj) - <pf(zj, t)]}p+l

+ [%•) + tf(* 0][i + «to. o]/[i + o?{zj, 0]

>/z,)-tf(z,,0][l + «/(*,, 0]}
/>+!
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From (3.6),,

Fy(zj) + hy»(zj, t) = {[Fy(zj) + h£(zj, t)]-[\+ 9p(z, t)}/[\ + 9f(zj, t)]}p,

^u\p+Ázj) - %\P+Azj)

=  {<P/|.(Z" OM*" ')+•■•   +%,{*!. t)Oi]x(zt, t)

-Fy(zj)[<pAX(zj, t)0Ap(zj, t) + ■ ■ ■ +<pAp(zj, t)eAX(zj, t)]}p

mod (wj(zj)).

(Wp+i

Since T(D, <E>) = 0, fói»+i(*/) is a coboundary in a unique way, modulo (wj(zj)).

From (3.7), + ! and (3.8), + „

%\p^zp 0 = {-<P;„+,U, 0 + Ft,(zj)f/\f+l(zj)}p+i

= { -<P,b+i(z,, t) - <p,|,(z,., t)9^p(Z¡, t)--«P,|,(z,., t)ei{x(Zi, t)

+%)[^f,(^0 + 9^,0M^0

mod (vv,(z,)).

Then for each /', there is a 0¡\p+i(z¡, t), homogeneous in t of degree/? + 1, such that

<p¡¡P+i(z¡, t) = <pi]p+x(z, t) + <p,|,(z,., t)e¡lP(z¡, t)

+ ■■■ +%p(zt, t)9in(Zi, t) + w^z^^z,, t).

This is precisely what is needed to derive (3.6),+, from (3.6),. So (3.6)m is true. Also

(3.8)m+1 is true. Thus, cls^] = cls[^], which completes the proof of the proposi-

tion.

Since Proposition 2.2 allows the possibility of nonsmooth parameter spaces for

weak liftings, we would like to say something directly in this case. For R a

subvariety of Q, let C(R, 0) = C3(R, 0) be the Whitney tangent cone [29]. Recall 8

of Definition 2.3.

Proposition 3.4. Let to: 91L —» Q be a \-convex map which gives a deformation of

the two-dimensional manifold M = w ~ '(0). Let R be a subvariety of Q to which a

cycle D > 0 on A weakly lifts locally. Let v E C(R, 0). Then 8(v) = 0.

Proof. By [29, Lemma 11.2, p. 517] there is an irreducible one-dimensional

subvariety S of R near 0 such that v E C(S, 0). Let tt: T-» 5 be a resolution of S.

Let t be a local parameter for T near 0 = tr~x(0). Choose coordinates q =

(qx, . . ., q„) for Q so that v is in the direction of the <7,-axis. Then, since S is

irreducible and of dimension 1, there is an integer /? > 1 so that tt(í)

—p+i (ctP' 0, . . . , 0) with c G C - {0}. By multiplying / by cx/p, we may assume

that c = 1. Let t: 91 -> T be the pull-back of w via w. Then on 91, modulo tp+x,

the change of coordinates is given by z, = gy(zj, tp). In (2.3), <p,|m and hiJXm may be
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chosen to be 0 for 1 < m </? — 1. Let {X^} be the cycle in HX(N(U), 0) corre-

sponding to v. (2.5) is replaced by

('' • \*¿K*t) - %,ih> 0 = -Fu{zj)%\p(zP 0 + hiAp(zj, t)wj(zj);       z,. = ¿(zj).

D hfts to T locally. By Proposition 3.3, the /?th obstruction to lifting D is well

defined and vanishes. So the above replacement for (2.5) can be solved. Hence

8(v) = 0.

Theorem 3.5. Let D be a cycle on the exceptional set of a strictly pseudoconvex

manifold M. Then

(i) ß+: HX(M, 0) -^HX(D, 4>) is onto if and only if HX(D, 9") = 0.

Let u: 91L -» Q be a deformation of M with Q smooth. Suppose that 8: QT0->

Hx(D,®)isonto. Then

(ii) There is a submanifold S of Q with ST0 = ker 5 and a subspace fy of 91L such

that X = w\fy : fy -» S is a lifting of D locally.

(in) S is the maximal subspace of Q to which D locally lifts weakly.

Suppose that additionally p0:  e T0 —» H X(M, 0) is onto. Then

(iv) X: fy —> S is a complete deformation of D as an abstract (nonembedded)

analytic space.

(v) Off a proper subvariety of S, Ds = X ~ x(s) consists of finitely many disjoint

(reduced, nonsingular) Riemann surfaces.

Proof, (i) follows immediately from (2.8) and (2.9).

We shall first construct S of (ii) formally and then prove convergence. 5 will be

given as the biholomorphic image of a manifold T under a map u: T^> Q,

u(0) = 0. Let n be the dimension of ker 8. Let t = (tx, ...,/„) be coordinates near

0 in T. Let ux(t) be any linear map whose image is ker 8. We may choose

coordinates q = (qx, . . . , qn, q„+x, . . . , q„+d), d = dim HX(D, $) so that

ux(tx, . . . , t„) = (/,, ...,/„, 0,..., 0). Identify Q with its tangent space at 0. Then

5: {(0, . . . , 0, qn+x, . . . , qn+j)} -* HX(D, i>) is an isomorphism. Proposition 2.4

says that (3.1), can be satisfied. We now continue by induction on m, assuming

that um(t), <p,m(z,., i) and h¡j'(zj, t) have been found for all U¡ and U, n Uj and that

(3.1)m holds.

Let cls[i//0] G HX(D, d>)/m+1 be the (m + l)st obstruction to lifting D to T for

um + x(t) = 0. For each coefficient c in cls^], there is a unique q =

(0, . . . , 0, q„+x, . ■ ■, q„+j) E Q such that 8(q) = c. Let um + x(t) be redefined so

that the corresponding coefficient is — q. Since <p,m(z„ /) has terms in / only of

order at least one, (3.2) shows that for the new um+x(t), cls[^] = 0. Hence (3.1)m+1

can be satisfied.

We shall now prove convergence. We will be modifying Kodaira's proof for

nonsingular D [12, Theorem 1, pp. 150-158]. We first reduce to the case where the

A¡, the irreducible components of the exceptional set A of D, are nonsingular and

have normal crossings. So, if x E A is any point where an A¡ is singular or there are

not normal crossings, take any section of 9IL above Q and through x. Perform a

monoidal transformation tt: 91L' -» 91L along the image of the section. This induces
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a quadratic transformation on each Mq and in particular on M = M0 at x.

w' = w » it: 9H'-> g is a deformation of M' = (a')~x(0). Let Z)' be the total

transform on Af' of Z) on M. Then by [18, Proposition 4.7, p. 26] 8': QT0—>

HX(D', <&') is onto. Suppose that we have proved (ii) for D'. Look at fy' near

w~x(x) = Aq. «' is a trivial deformation near A'0. There is a small neighborhood U'

of ,4¿, in M' such that HX(U', 0) = 0. Let F' be a Cartesian product neighborhood

of U' in (w')_1(S). We may take HX(V, 0) = 0. Since fy' is a topologically trivial

divisor in V, it is also analytically trivial in V with a single defining equation w'.

Let w: K' -» V be the blow down of V under 7r. Then w' = 7r*(w) for a holomor-

phic function on V. Also, D is the divisor of w on M near x. Thus, we can find

equations which define fy' on (u')~x(S) which blow down to define fy on w~'(S).

So it suffices to prove (ii) for D'. After finitely many quadratic transformations, we

may assume nonsingular A¡ and normal crossings.

We first construct a particular special cover 11 = { U¡}, 0 < i < s, of a neighbor-

hood of A. Each Uj will be privileged for $ and U¡ n LJ, will also behave well.

Choose a finite set B = {b¡}, 1 < / < s, of points in A such that B includes all

singular points of A and at least one point in each A¡. Choose a small neighbor-

hood U¡ of each b¡ such that U¡ is a polydisc in local coordinates z, = (x¡, y¡) and

either A n U¡ = {x¡y¡ = 0} or A n £/ = {.y, = 0). Let F, be a smaller polydisc

with ¿>, G F; and V¡ ce t/% 1 </'<*. We choose U0 as a neighborhood in M of

R = A — U F,-, 1 < / < j, R D B = 0, which is isomorphic to the Cartesian

product of R and a disc as follows. Perform quadratic transformations at suffi-

ciently many b¡, increasing the number of b¡ if necessary, so that the proper

transforms Aj of the Aj satisfy Aj (~) A'k = 0, j =£ k, and have very large self-in-

tersections, i.e. so that in [6, Corollary, p. 363], all obstructions to extending

isomorphisms near the Aj vanish. Then each Aj has a neighborhood isomorphic to

a neighborhood of the zero section of its normal bundle TV,. We may regard Aj — B

as an open Riemann surface and so Stein [10, Theorem IX.C.10, p. 270]. Moreover,

since H x(Aj - B, 0 ) = 0 and H2(Aj - B; Z) = 0, Nj is the trivial bundle over

Aj - B. So we may choose U0 as a Cartesian product of R and a disc. Let x0

denote a typical point in R and y0 a coordinate for the disc. z0 G U0 is given by

z0 = (x0, y0). So that we may add small quantities to x0, immerse R in C [9]. We

then have a coordinate cover for R in which each change of coordinates is the

identity.

Following Kodaira, we let

^0 = T6V2¿¿,m('i + ■ • • +Om-        K«<oo,

where a and b are positive real constants to be chosen later. If £(z, u) =

2 èim „(^"i14? •••"," is a power series in «,, u2,..., u. whose coefficients carry

a norm \\£,m „(z)|| and if a(u) = 2 alm nM,'t/2m . . . w?" has aIm „ > 0, we shall

write £(z, w) « a(u) to mean ||£/m     „(z)|| < a,m     „ for all I, m,.. . , n. Note that

^(/)'<(fl/6)'-^(0   for^>2. (3.9)
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We wish to solve (3.1)m for all m, as before, and show that for all m, i, ij, we may

choose um(t), <p¡m(Zi, t) and hy(zj, t) such that

um(t)^A(t),    cpr^, t) « A(t),   h?(zj, t) « A(t). (3.10)m

In (3.10)m, the norm for um(t) is the maximum over the absolute value of the

components. For <p,|m(z„ /) and hijl[m(Zj, t), it is the supremum over z, G U¡ and

Zj E U¡ n Uj respectively. Working initially on a larger cover than U and then

shrinking, we may assume that <p,|,(z,, t) and hy\x(zJy t) have bounded coefficients.

Then for sufficiently large a, (3.10), holds. We now assume by induction that

(3.10)m holds.

We use the following norm | | on sections of 4>. Different local coordinates will

give equivalent norms. Let V'k be a local polydisc coordinate patch with coordi-

nates zk = (xk,yk) and suppose Id D = (yk) ■ $ is the sheaf of germs of sections of

the trivial line bundle on V'k. Let Vk CC V'k be a smaller polydisc. Any <p E

T(Vk, 4>) corresponds to a cp, G T(Vk, 0/(yk)). Let <p2 G T(Vk, 0) be an ambient

representative for (¡p,. Let w denote the pth partial derivative with respect toyk. Let

M vk = max supl^zJI,       zk = (xk, 0) G Ffc,    0 < v < d - 1.

|<p| y is independent of the choice of <p2. The other case for Id D is Id D = (x^y/).

Let" Vx = Vk - {x = 0} and V2 = Vk - {y = 0}. Then let \<p\yt =

maxdipl^, |<p|^2). For an arbitrary set U, cover U by finitely many coordinate

patches Vk. Then |<p|u = max|<p| v nU. Different covers give equivalent norms.

We first let um+x(t) = 0 and estimate |i//0| for ^0 given by (3.2) as a cocycle in

C^A^tl), 3»). Let ipijo(Zj) denote \p0 on U¡ n Uj. From the Cartesian product

structure, Cauchy's integral formula for derivatives, and the maximum principle,

there is a constant c, such that if ^y(zj) E Y(Ujf n Uj, 0)rm+1 restricts to 4>iJQ(zj)

on D,

\xl,y0(Zj)\     <    CX\\*y(Zj)\\, Zj    £    U,   f)     Uj. (3.11)

This c, and future ck will be independent of m. Let { }m+, denote the terms of

order m + 1 in t. Then we may take

V*j) = {<pr(z, o - w,(z,) - h-(Zj, t)<pj»(zj, t)}m+l,

z,. = gy(zj, u"(t)). (3.12)

By(3.10)mand(3.9),

hr(zj, t)<pj"(zj, t) « ab - XA (t),       zj E U, n Uj. (3.13)

By starting with a larger cover and then shrinking, we may assume that w is a

trivial deformation on each U¡. Recall our notation z, = g¡j(Zj, q), q E Q, for the

transition maps; fy(zj) = gy(Zj, 0). Recall that r = n + d is the dimension of Q. By

shrinking the cover, we may also assume that there are constants c2 and c3 such

that, with 7] = (tj,, tjj)

gy(Zj, q) - fy(zj) « 2 cï(qx + ■ ■■  +qj, K v < oo, z, G Ut n CÇ,

(3.14)

H^z, + tj) - w,(z,) « 2 c3t(tj, + tj2)t, 1 < T < 00, Z, G E/,.        (3.15)
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Since q = um(t) «: A(t),

By choosing b to be sufficiently large with respect to a so that 1 — c2ra/b > j we

may assume that

gy(zj, um(t)) - fy(zj) « 2c2rA(t). (3.16)

Let t, = gy(zj, um(t)) - fy(zj). From (3.15), wi(gu(zj, um(t))) - wtffajf) «

2c3t(tj, + n2), 1 < t < oo, Zj: G U¡: (1 Uj. Since q contains no terms in r of order

m + 1, in estimating {w,(z,)}m+, from (3.14) and (3.15), for t = 1 we may start the

summation in v from v = 2. Then, also using (3.16)

r    /    / ,1'v, , .   ,s      l6c¡cjr2(a/b)A(t)

With 1 — 4c2c3r(a/b) > ~, there is a constant c4 with

{wi(gy(zj, um(t)))}n + l « c4ab'xA(t). (3.17)

Finally, we must estimate <p,m(z„ t) from (3.12). Let U¡ CC U¡ and ô > 0 be

chosen so that, for z, G U¡, the polydisc A centered at z, with polyradius 5 satisfies

Ac U¡, and so that {{//} is a cover for A. Let tj = (tj„ -qj). Then for z, G U¡,

^"•(z,. + t,, r) « .4(00 - iJi/«)-'(l - V2/8)-1. Let t, = gy(zj, um(t)) - fy(zj).

Then calculating as in [12, p. 156], there is a constant c5 such that, for sufficiently

large b with respect to a,

{<P,m(giAzr "m(0)> 0}m+, « c5ab-xA(t),       zj G U{ n Uj. (3.18)

From (3.11), (3.12), (3.13), (3.17) and (3.18), tyjxß « c,(l + c4 + c5)ai>-U(0,

zy G U¡ n C/,. From the cocycle condition on \py0, there is a constant c6 so that, as

in [12, pp. 156-157],

^0(z,) « c,(i + c4 + c5)c6a¿? - U (/),     z, e u, n t/,.

We may compute HX(D, i>) using bounded cochains from ATU); see [13, §6, pp.

499-500]. Give HX(D, $) the quotient norm. Let c7 = c,(l + c4 + c5)c6. Then for

cls[^0] G HX(D, $)fm+1, cls[^0] « c7aZ?_1^(0. There is a constant c8 such that

um+x(t)<£c7csab-xA(t). (3.19)

Now let \py be computed with um+x(t) = um(t) + um+x(t). Then there is a constant

c9 such that

^y(zj) « (c7 + c7c8c9)a¿> - Ú(0- (3.20)

clstyy) = 0 in HX(D, d>). Then, as in [12, Lemma, p. 157], there is a constant c,0 so

that we may choose <p¡\m+x(z¡, t) G T(U¡, d>)fm+1 such that

%(Zj)  = -F¡M)<Pj\m+l(Zj> 0 +  <P/|m+lU> 0» *< = /(,(*/).

and <p¡\m+x <K c,0(c7 + c7cgc9)aZ?~ 14(f)- From the Cartesian product choices for our

cover U, there is a constant c,, such that each <p¡\m+x(z¡, 0 nas an ambient

representative <p,|m+,(z,., /) G T(U¡, 0)fm+1 with

<P,im+i(zi' 0 « cncio(c7 + c7csc9)ab-xA(t). (3.21)
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(3l)m+i is now satisfied modulo (wj(zj)). Let z,- = gy(zj, um+x(t)) and

hiM + x(zP 0 = -i-{w,(z,) - <p/"+1(z,, t)
wj\zj)

-[Fy(zj) + h?(zj, t)][wj(zj) - <pj"+x(zj, t)]}m + 1.     (3.22)

Since (3.1)m+, is satisfied, hy\m+x(zj, t) is homogeneous of degree m + 1 as desired.

Since <Pi\m+x(z¡, t) is homogeneous of degree m + 1 in t,

{<?W.U(z,, «m+1(0)> OP' = v.(/^ 0  for^, = fa) et/(n i/,.

Then by (3.20) and (3.21), there is a constant c,2 such that the numerator of (3.22)

is dominated by cX2ab~lA(t). By the construction of U and the maximum principle,

functions on U, n Uj may be estimated by their values away from A. Then there is

a constant c,3 such that

htí\m+x(zj, t) « cncX2ab~xA(t). (3.23)

We now complete the induction step and the proof of (ii) by choosing ab~x

sufficiently small so that the coefficients of ^l(i) in (3.19), (3.21) and (3.23) are all

less than 1.

By [23, Satz 1, p. 547], we may assume that w is 1-convex.

Let R be the maximum subspace of Q, given by Proposition 2.2, to which D

weakly lifts locally. We need that R c S. If not, there is a one-dimensional disc T

and a holomorphic map u: T-h> Q, u(0) = 0, u(T) <£ S, and such that D lifts

locally to T on the deformation of M induced from w by u. Choose local

coordinates on ß so that S is a linear subspace of Q. u(i) = ux(t) + ■ • ■ + up(t)

+ • • • . Since u(T) (j: S, there is a least m > 0 such that the image of um+x(t) is

not in S. Since D lifts to S, the (m + l)st obstruction [\p0], well defined by

Proposition 3.4, to lifting D to T with u = um(t) vanishes. Since D lifts to T, the

(m + l)st obstruction [\p] to lifting D to T with u = um+x(t) also vanishes. But, as

in the proof of (ii), [xp — i//0] = 8(um+x(t)). Since ST0 = ker 8, the image of um+x(t)

is contained in S. This contradicts our minimal choice of m. Hence R c S as

needed to prove (iii).

By Proposition 2.10, S is an infinitesimally complete deformation of D. Let Sx be

a submanifold of S such that s T0 is isomorphic to the infinitesimal deformations

of D. Then the map from Sx to the parameter space for the versal deformation of D

[8], [3] is an isomorphism since 5, is smooth. Hence Sx and also S is a complete

deformation of D.

By the openness of completeness [8, Hauptsatz, p. 140], X is a complete deforma-

tion of Ds for any s E S near 0. Let Wbe the reduction of fy. Let Xx: W-» S be

the induced deformation from X. Then, as in the proofs of [18, Theorem 2.1, p. 3

and Theorem 2.2, p. 4], off a proper subvariety Sx of S, Ws is reduced and A, gives

an equisingular deformation of the singular points of Ws. We will first show that in

fact for s G Sx, Ws is nonsingular. Suppose that x is a singular point of Ws, s G Sx.

Choose local coordinates z with x = 0. Let/(z) generate ld(Ds) near 0. Let

/(z) = /,'(z).../¿Hz) (3.24)
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be a factorization of/into prime factors;/ and/ are not associates for i ¥=j. Since

(3.24) may be obtained by decomposing Ds into irreducible components, since A, is

an equisingular deformation, and since fy differs from W only in that the local

defining equations for fy may have multiple factors, fy has a local defining

equation

g(z, s) = g?<(z, s)... g«<(z, s) (3.25)

withg,(z,0)=/(z).

Consider the following nonzero infinitesimal deformation À2 of Ds, with a

parameter space e/e2, e one-dimensional. In z-coordinates, X2 is given by

h(z, e) = f?iz) . . .f?(z) + ef?>-x(z) . . .fk^x(z). (3.26)

Since A is a complete deformation of Ds, (3.26) may be induced from (3.25),

modulo e2 and up to multiplication by a unit u(z, e). u(z, e) may be assumed to be

of the form u(z, e) = 1 + eux(z, e), with ux(z, e) holomorphic. Looking at the order

of the zero of the coefficient of e at z = 0, one sees that (3.26) may be induced

from (3.25) only if k = 1 and moreover gx(z, s(e)) = /,(z) + ew2(z), modulo e2, with

u2(0) # 0.

We can see that, for small e^O and small z, {z|g,(z, s(e)) = 0} is nonsingular

as follows. Multiplying by \/u2(z), we may assume that gx(z, s(e)) is given by

F(z) + e + e2G(z, e) with {F(z) = 0) having a singularity only at the origin. For

/ = 1, 2, let the subscript i denote the partial derivative with respect to z, and z2

respectively. We want that (0, 0) is the only solution for small z and e to the

equations (3.27) and (3.28) below.

F(z) + e + e2G(z, e) = 0, (3.27)

F¿z) + e2Gt(z, e) =0,        i = 1, 2. (3.28)

From (3.27), e = -F(z)[l + H(z)] with H(z) holomorphic. Substituting into (3.28)

gives

F,(z) + F\z)H«\z) =0,        i= 1, 2, (3.29)

for holomorphic H(i)(z). Let V be the set of z satisfying (3.29). We need that

V = {0}. If not, V is one-dimensional. Let t: T-» V be a resolution of a branch of

V at 0, z = z(t). From (3.29), V n {F(z) = 0} = 0. So F is not identically 0 on T.

An application of the chain rule shows that the order of the zero of F(z(t)) at t = 0

is strictly greater than the order of the zero of F¡(z(t)) at t = 0 for either i = 1 or

i = 2. Then (3.29) cannot hold. Hence V = {0} as desired. Hence the assumption

that x is a singular point of Ws contradicts the fact that A, is an equisingular

deformation off 5,.

So to complete the proof of Theorem 3.5, we need that fys is reduced. 8 = 80:

qT0-+ Hx(D, 4>) is given as onto. Then as in the proof of [19, Theorem 3], 8S:

qT3-* Hx(Ds, Q>s) is onto for all small s E S. Then by part (i) of this theorem,

HX(D, 9,) = 0. Let %, be the ideal sheaf of a component C of Ws. If qx > 1, then

^s/fs% is tne sheaf of germs of sections of a line bundle over C of Chern class

qxCC. Then HX(C, %/s%) ¥* 0. This contradicts ZZX(DS, %) = 0 and completes

the proof of Theorem 3.5.
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We shall now give an example of a nonzero second obstruction to lifting a cycle.

The example was suggested by work of Wahl [27]. Consider a rational singularity

whose minimal resolution has the dual graph

Let Ex be the central vertex and E2,

nonsingular rational  curves.  Let Ex ■

■£"*»     tllA-i     £-<

El-

the outer vertices. All E, are

-3;  E¡ ■ E¡ = -2, i = 2, 3, 4, 5. The

fundamental cycle is given by Z = 2Zs, + E2 + E3 + E4 + E5. We may choose

coordinates (x, y) near Ex n E2, (xx,yx) near E2 — Ex and (x2,yj) near Ex — E2

with coordinate transitions xx = xy2, yx = l/x, x2 = \/x,y2 = x3y. Consider the

following infinitesimally nontrivial deformation, with one-dimensional parameter e:

•2 + ley,    yx = l/x,xx = xy

xx = l/x, y2 - x%y + £x2-

The deformation is trivial on the other changes of coordinates. The cycle Z may be

lifted to first order by the defining equations

x, in (xx,yx, e) coordinates,

xy2 + 2ey in (x,y, e) coordinates,

y\ in (x2, y2, e) coordinates away from E3, E4 and E5.

(3.1), between (x,y, e) and (x2,y2, e) coordinates is given by y2 = x*y2 + 2ex5y +

e2xA = x\xy2 + 2ey). Then cls[x4] G HX(Z, Í») is the second obstruction. Let Sf be

the ideal sheaf of Ex. Let 9^ be the sheaf of germs of infinitesimal deformations of

Z. Then 9"/i 9^ is isomorphic to the sheaf of germs of sections of a line bundle of

Chern class Ex ■ Z = -2 over Ex. Then via (2.9), the image of cls[x4] in

H X(EX, 9"/i 9") is nonzero.

Observe that Z is a candidate from [18, Proposition 2.3, p. 4] for weak lifting.

Also, in the construction of Theorem 3.5, we are really concerned with higher

obstructions in HX(Z, $)/Hx(Z, 91). cls[x4] is nonzero in HX(Z, $)/Hx(Z, 91).

Theorem 3.6. Let M be a strictly pseudoconvex two-dimensional manifold. Let

A = U A¡, 1 < í < n, be the decomposition of the exceptional set into irreducible

components. Suppose that no A¡ is an exceptional curve of the first kind. Given any

Ak, let A' = U Aj, i =£ k. Then there exists a deformation w: 9H —► T of M with T

smooth and one-dimensional such that for t ¥= 0, M, has an exceptional set A, with

exactly n — 1 irreducible components, Ati, I < * < n and i ^ k, with Ati homologous

in 9IL to A¡, i =£ k. Moreover, w induces a trivial deformation of the (reduced)

analytic space A'.
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Proof. Let t: 91 -> ß be the versal deformation of M = N0 = t_1(0) [19,

Theorem 8]. Proposition 2.2 says that there is a maximal subspace S of ß to which

A ' weakly lifts. Also by Proposition 2.2, S is also maximal for all q sufficiently near

to 0. Since A' is a reduced space, 9" has support only at the isolated singular points

of A'. Then HX(D, 9") = 0. Let A: fy -► S be the complete deformation of A' from

Theorem 3.5(iv).

A may be induced from the versal deformation of A' [8]. So there is a maximal

submanifold T, of S where A is the trivial deformation of A' near 0. T, is also

maximal at all points t E Tx.

By [18, Theorem 2.2, p. 4], off of a proper subvariety V of Tx, t induces an

equisingular deformation of the full exceptional set. For f G T, — V, we shall show

that the existence of an additional component Bt of the exceptional set A„ with B,

not homologous to an A¡, i ¥= k, leads to a contradiction. B, is not an exceptional

curve of the first kind [1, Lemma 2.1, p. 334]. As in the proof of Theorem 2.8, we

can find a special cover 11 of N, = t~'(í) and a cocycle c with [c] G Hx(Nt, 0,)

such that the lifting of B, is obstructed in the direction of c. Moreover, c will vanish

near A'. As in the proof of [19, Theorem 1], we may construct a deformation tt of

Nt in the direction of c which induces the trivial deformation on A'. Since t is a

complete deformation at f [19, Theorem 8] and since T, is the maximal subspace of

ß near t over which there is a trivial deformation of A't, tt may be induced from t

restricted to T,. But then B, cannot exist on the exceptional set over Tx — V.

To find the desired T of the theorem, just take a 1-dimensional submanifold of

T, such that in V = (0).
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